Abstract: An Ottoman prose work Tarih-i Naima (Naima's History) for a long time has been the subject of special interest for literary critics, historians and linguists due to its stylistic features. The general comparison of the chronicle frequency lexical parameters with other Ottoman prose texts by corpus approach demonstrated that it had been created according to the canons of Ottoman Prose Literature and rules of its language norm. Yet at the same time Tarih-i Naima differs from other texts in some obscure, inexpressive form which let the annalist work stay quite famous in Ottoman Literature for two centuries and not be forgotten aswas the chronicle "Seyahatname" of the famous traveler Evliya Chelebi.
basis of their language use". So the set of language use quantitative characteristics -stylistic lexical and syntactic-form the human stylom (Dinu and Popescu, 2009) .Taking into account such approaches, we used Pearson correlation not only as simply lexical but also stylistic similarity measure between whole texts of our Ottoman chronicles corpus (OCC) . Meanwhile in such approach we considered "Bradford's Law" which confirms that some "core texts" exist for each subject area, which is Ottoman prose in our research. Respectively creation of corpus as conjunction of "core" or relevant texts could be based on the method (Prohorov, 2002) of using some statistical fitting criteria for comparison quantitative specifications of texts, i.e. their frequency vocabularies. Main idea that underlies this approach is the hypothesis about coincidence of word frequency functions in the texts, which belongs to one subject area. Thus, empirical functions of word distributions by their frequencies are close to each other. For comparison of ordered sequences of word frequency functions values of texts T1 and T2 can be used different correlation coefficients (Prohorov, 2002) . In other words, we use Pierson correlation coefficient (R) as the method of texts similarity measurement in this research and it was calculated by the formula:
Results
Taking into account the recommendations on text typology and the meta text markup, proposed by Jon Sinclair (Sinclair, 2004) , 15 of 22 sampled chronicles of OCC can be classified as follows:
1) All texts are manuscripts created by Arabic letters of Ottoman Turkish alphabet and transliterated in Latin letters.
2) Text domain is Ottoman chronicles functional style (tarih) and its sub-styles, such as sefaret name, fetih name and sefer name.
3) Language of corpus is the Ottoman Turkish of its Classical Period (16th-19th centuries). 4) Texts location is the former territory of Ottoman Empire, mostly -Anatolian peninsula, but two manuscripts are from Cairo and one -from Crimea.
5) Chronicles belong to the period from 1608 until 1760 y. ± 2 years, the time, in which Ottoman Turkish almost did not change, during its Classical Epoch that lasted from the beginning of 16 c. until the middle of XIX (Timurtaş, 1997, p1) .
As the result OCC was created on the base of next samples: 1. Gazavat-ıMuradPaşa by Vasyti (17 c.) (Göknur, 2006) . 2. Tevarih-i Al-i Osman by unknown author (17 c.) (Çimen, 2006) . 3. PeçeviTarihi (pages 80b-114а) by IbragimPechevi (1572-1650) (Özbal, 2005) . 4. PeçeviTarihi (pages 46b-80а) by IbragimPechevi (1572-1650) (Gürışık, 2005 (Gökçek, 2006) . 9. Tarih-i Çelebi-zade by Chelebi-zadeAsimEfendi (1685-1760 y.y.) (Aktaş, 2008) . 10. Tarih-i Sami by Mustafa Sami (1680 y.y.-1734) (Karadayı, 2008) . 11. Kıt'a-min-Tarih-i Sultan Mahmud-ıEvvel by Mehmet Efendi (18 c.) (Çoruhlu, 2005) . 12. Keyfiyet-iRusiyye by Hasan Kürdi (17 c.-18 c.) (Tübençokrak, 2007) . 13. Risale-iTeberdariyye Fi Ahval-iDarü's-Sa'ade by Dervish Abdullah (18 c.) (Saka, 2007) . 14. Sefaretname by NishliMehmed-aga (17 ct. -1732 y.) (Mertayak, 2005) . 15. Sefaretname by ShehdiOsmanlyEfendi (1707-1769) (Polatcı, 2003) . At the same time 7 more works were experimentally added to the corpus as far as they extended its timetable and sub-style variety. The experiment was performed with the aim of more broad text research in diachrony and its comparison with other sub-styles works.
The experimental part of the corpus can be represented in such chronological order: 16. Tevarih-i Al-i Osman by Nishanjy Mehmet Pasha (? -1571) (Yastı, 2005) . 17. GenceFetihnamesi by Rahimizade Ibrahim Chavush (16 c.) (Dündar, 2006) . 18. Tebriziyye by Talykyzade Mehmet Subhi (?-1606) (Özkucugundeli, 2005) .
19. Mukaddimetü'sSefer by unknown author (18 c.) (Söylemez, 2007 (Altun, 2006) . 21. Pehlivan Ibrahim PaşaVakayi'Namesi by AbdullatifEfendi (1776-1832) (Erol, 2007) . 22. Tevarih-ıTohta Bay qavliüzereibtidaQırımceziresinemalikolanHanlarıbeyanider, fragment of the «Seyahatname» by famous traveler Evliya Chelebi (17 c.) (Seytyagyayev, 2002) .
All 22 texts number almost 1 million word forms in total, which are divided among them almost in equal proportions. The degree of texts closeness after calculation of Pierson correlation coefficient (R) is represented in numbers from 0 to +1in the form of correlation matrix of Appendix A. The lower index R stands for minor relationships between texts lexicon and vice versa. Numbers in the first row and column of the table of Appendix A correspond with the order of chronicle names as they were introduced above.
The correlation degree (R) among frequency dictionaries of 21 out of 22 documents compounds a set of numbers from +0,709 to +0,981 (p<0.001). It validates our samples for creation of Ottoman chronicles language norm model, except one text that is Evliya Chelebi "Seyahatname". This text (No. 22) correlates with other chronicles on the level: from +0,663 to +0.734. Moreover, that confirms the thesis of many turkologists about especial stylistic uniqueness of that work.
As the result, the computation of correlation matrix made it possible to compile frequency dictionary of Ottoman chronicles, which approximately consists of 32,000-38 000 words considering the inaccuracy probability. Hypothetically, this dictionary represents the model of Ottoman prose language norm at its lexical level. And the first 10 thousand lemmacover99,39% of the whole hyper text, which after the separation of Evliya Chelebi "Seyahatname" numbers 989 682 word forms.
Correlation results previously demonstrate: 1. The Ottoman Turkish prose genres have not been changed substantially at the lexical language level from early 16thuntill 19th century. 2. Theidenticalstrictrulesofprosecreationandliterarycanonwhichrevealthemselvesinmonotonouslexicalo perationsequallyfunctionedinallOttomanprosesub-genresdespitethe variety of themes and plots. Then analogical corpus and statistical operation were conducted with the researched text "Tarih-I Naima". Text samples were divided into three categories according to logical criteria based on extra linguistic information about the chronicle.
As Thomas Lewis convincingly showed it in his work "A Study of Naima", the largest part of "The Garden of Husayn in the Summary of the Chronicles of Eastand West" rewritten from other chronicles, while the annalist himself created only several scores of pages (Thomas, 1972, pp130-131) . Therefore pages samples were divided into two, but in fact -three groups: 1) Chronicle pages, which were created by author himself and could be divided into two parts: a) prefaces for two volumes of history, both written at the beginning of 18th century, the first one was dedicated to sadriazam (grand vezir) Amjazade Husayn Pash, and the second-to sadriazam Moraly Hassan Pasha; b) segments of the chronicle itself composed by Mustafa Naima.
2) Segments of largest part of chronicle which Mustafa Naima rewrote from other annals. The modern transliterated edition of Naima's History in six volumes numbers 2247 pages (Naima, 2007) . Comparing it with edition of 1864-1866 years, published in Istanbul printing house Amire Pressin the same six volumes (Naima, 1866), we selected the majority of text segments compounded by the author himself. Their list is published in Tomas Lewis's work «A Study of Naima» (Thomas, 1972, pp130-131) .
Therefore, another corpus for Naima's History(NHC) was created. The segments of researched text were distributed in such proportion: 1) 12 219 word forms that belong to prefaces of Naima's work; 2) 16 378 word forms, the largest part of those fragments which were compounded by Mustafa Naima and belong to the chronicle itself; 3)69 334 word forms, or every tenth page of that part of the chronicle, which was rewritten by author from other annals.
In this case, Pierson coefficient was calculated among the frequency dictionaries of mentioned three sample groups, but afterward -among them and frequency dictionary of 21 Ottoman chronicles. At the end of the operation vocabularies of three sample groups were united into one the R coefficient was calculated between it, and frequency dictionary of Ottoman chronicles corpus.
Output can be represented in the correlation matrix form as in the table of Appendix B. Signs of the table mean: Т1 -text segment rewritten by the author; Т2 -segment compounded by the author in the chronicle itself so it must express his idiostyle features as much as it's possible; Т3 -chronicle prefaces, which author wrote by himself, yet following some official eseso far as they are dedicated to the rulers of Ottoman Empire; ALLT -three segments together; Corpus -texts of above represented 21 Ottoman chronicles electronic collection:
As Appendix B shows, different segments of Naima's History are at the lexical similarity. The R coefficient degree between them is so high that we can conclude: pages of chronicle written by Mustafa Naima himself do not differ by their vocabulary from the rest of the text rewritten from other sources.
Meanwhile, the correlation coefficient R+ 0,771(p<0.001) among the frequency dictionaries of whole Naima's History and 21 Ottoman chronicles collection can demonstrate that author`s idiostyle exists in obscure features which radically don't contradict the literary canon and language norm of 16th-18th century Ottoman prose. As it was shown in correlation matrix of Appendix A, such language norm can be characterized as a numbers set from +0,709 to +0,981 (p<0.001), the shot interval which shows high lexical similarity of sampled prose segments despite of their chronology and genre variety. In such lexical similarity measure coordinates Naima's History place (R + 0,771(p<0.001)is somewhere at their periphery but not beyond the scope.
Discussion
As far as the high degree of closeness characterizes all three segments of NHC, we can conclude that obscure idiostyle features exist in the whole Naima's chronicle. In other words, chronicle segments created by Mustafa Naima himself do not differ from the rest of rewritten text. However, it can mean that the whole chronicle is not a mere rewrite, but rather author's vision of the used historical sources represented in his in expressible idiostyle which not cardinally but distinguishes the chronicle from the rest of Ottoman prose. Can such vision influence the meaning of text, especially when we analyze important historical source like Naima's History? The question is up to historians.
Anyway, according to the data represented in correlation matrix of Appendix B we can admit that author's idiostyle reveals itself at the lexical level of language as a low deviation from the Ottoman prose language norm. The author implicitly challenged literary canon at the same time trying not to go beyond its bounds, using own tools for creation of the text. Such thesis is applied concerning statistical comparison of Naima's History not only with texts of his contemporaries but also in diachrony throughout the whole Classical Period of Ottoman Turkish Language.
As one of the first editors of Mustafa Naima's work Ibrahim Müteferrik a maintained, this chronicle, properly, was obliged for its popularity among different classes of Ottoman society due to the Naima's style. It was not as "overly-sweet" and "pompous" as in the rest of Ottoman narratives (Thomas, 1972, p.123; Müteferrika, 1967, pp. 20-26) . In the same way, such researchers of the chronicle as Lewis V. Thomas (Thomas 1972 , pp. 36, 82), Z. Danyshman (Danyshman, 1967 , pp. 7-10), A. Coşkun (Coşkun, 2004 and others accentuated that Tarih-i Naima differs from other Ottomanannals by more simple language. Naima's quotes of direct speech also provided numerous examples of "vulgar Ottoman" for Erich Prokosch «Studienzur Grammatik des Osmanisch-Tuerkischenunterbesonderer Beruecksichtigung des Vulgarosmanischen» (Hagen,2006) . Statistical analysis of Naima's work confirms above-mentioned conclusions by empirical fixation of Mustafa Naima's idiostyle, which according to matrices given in our paper visualized in the form of Diagram of Appendix C.
At the picture, one straight line which denotes the Naima's text lies at a periphery of a curves accumulation that reflects all matrix texts represented in Appendix A. Actually, that accumulation visualizes the language norm of Ottoman chronicles functional style. At the same time the straight line (Naima's text and vocabulary) does not exceed the bounds of curves accumulation as the curve line No. 22 (Evliya Chelebi) does it. Properly line № 22 marks the prose work "Seyahatname" of the famous Ottoman 17 century traveler Evliya Chelebi. That work was forgotten in Ottoman Empire for many years because of its deviation from that time prose canons (Bahrevskiy, 2008) . However, Naima's History as Diagram 1 lays out the center of genre canon evenly without opposing it fully as in "Seyahatname". Thus its stylistic features exist implicitly. Still, as we may suppose, even such objection to the strict rules is a quite uncommon phenomenon in the Ottoman Turkish and Middle East Literature. It's fixation by computational methods makes any speculations in modern Turkish literary criticism and linguistics on the topic impossible: is Naima one of the pillows of pre-modern Turkish Language and Literature, or does he belong only to the Ottoman Prose, which is too complicated and unintelligible for modern reader, does the chronicler possess his own style or is he simply a compiler of other Ottoman annalists works. The tentative answer is clear: Naima objected the canons of Ottoman prose and language norm in implicit form. The chronicler had his own inexpressible style, and presumably it reflects at least his vision of historical processes and events he wrote about, or at most served for him as a tool for changing or proving the historical realities in the imagination of his contemporaries. Anyway the implicit style must be an instrument for him to influence his contemporary reader in a way which let the annalist work stay quite famous in the Ottoman Literature for two centuries and not repeat the fate of Evliya's Chelebi "Seyahatname".
